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* generate an unique material for a floor panel, including the individual boards as individual textures. there are different map node setups for square, rectangular, and trapezoidal boards. these can be exported to the dae which can be used in 3ds max. * generate
a unique material for a floor tile, including the individual boards as individual textures. the map nodes for square, rectangular, and trapezoidal tiles are also included. these can be exported to the dae which can be used in 3ds max. floorgenerator will create a
single texture map node that can be used for all floor boards. the texture can be used to texture a single mesh which in turn can be used as a base for all the floor boards. this means that you can create one single texture and use it on all of the floor boards and
still have it look unique. floorgenerator is a very useful plugin for those working on architectural visualization. it helps them generate floor objects such as floor panels, tiles, pavements, and everything that is associated with a floor surface. the floor generator is
related to two other plugins, multi texture map and unique material, which makes it able to: *there are different map node setups for square, rectangular, and trapezoidal boards. these can be exported to the dae which can be used in 3ds max. you can also use
the map node to export your floor into the dae and use it as a base for your floor. i did, however, need to correct some things. first, the floor plans were a bit misaligned. i decided to fix this by using a combination of the mirror modifier with rotation, scale and
location options. this only had to be done at the base of the columns. the floor plans were then mirrored to match the height of the columns.
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